RECOMMENDED PERIODIC MAINTENANCE FOR POWER TOOLS

(Time frames will vary depending on amount of use)

(Refer to owner’s manuals for complete listing)

(Many manufacturers recommend removing gas if long periods of non-use are expected)

Stihl Blowers:

- Replace fuel tank pick-up body annually (by service dealer)
- Clean air filter & fuel tank as needed
- Replace spark plug & adjust gap every 100 operating hours
- Clean cooling inlets as needed
- Clean air intake screen as needed
- Adjust throttle cable as needed
- Inspect numerous other parts regularly

Stihl Weed-Eaters:

- Check gearbox lubrication weekly; replenish as needed
- Inspect air filter monthly
- Clean fuel tank as needed
- Replace fuel tank pick-up body annually (by service dealer)
- Adjust idle control as needed to prevent string rotation while idling
- Replace spark plug & adjust gap every 100 operating hours
- Clean cooling inlets as needed
- Clean cylinder fins every 12 months (by service dealer)
- Adjust valve clearance as needed (by service dealer)
- Clean/replace spark arresting screen in muffler as needed
- Inspect numerous other parts regularly

Stihl Chainsaws:

- Replace fuel tank pick-up body annually (by service dealer)
- Replace spark plug & adjust gap every 100 operating hours
- Test chain brake regularly
- Clean & turn over guide bar as needed
- Sharpen chain as needed
• Clean air filter & fuel tank as needed
• Clean air intake on fan housing weekly
• Clean cylinder fins monthly
• Set idle speed to prevent chain from turning while idling (by service dealer)
• Replace fuel tank pick-up body annually (by service dealer)
• Decarbonize exhaust bore every 150 operating hours
• Inspect numerous other parts regularly

Stihl Pole Pruners:

• Clean & turn over guide bar weekly
• Replace fuel tank pick-up body annually (by service dealer)
• Replace spark plug & adjust gap every 100 operating hours
• Clean air filter & fuel tank as needed
• Set idle speed to prevent chain from turning while idling
• Adjust valve clearance as needed (by service dealer)
• Clean/replacement spark arresting screen in muffler as needed
• Sharpen chain as needed Inspect numerous other parts regularly
• Inspect numerous other parts regularly

Toro Lawnmower:

• Replace air filter every 25 operating hours
• Change engine oil every 50 operating hours
• Sharpen or replace blade every year
• Adjust self-propel drive as needed
• On last refueling of the year, add fuel stabilizer to last tank, run until tank is empty, disconnect and remove spark plug, add 30 ml of engine oil through spark plug hole, slowly pull starter rope several times to distribute oil, & loosely install spark plug.
• Inspect numerous other parts regularly